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Abstract. The current industrial development of commercial conver-
sational agents and dialog systems deploys robust interfaces in strictly
deﬁned application domains. However, commercial systems have not yet
adopted new perspectives proposed in the academic settings, which would
alow straightforward adaptation of these interfaces. In this paper, we
propose two approaches to bridge the gap between the academic and
industrial perspectives in order to develop conversational agents using
an academic paradigm for dialog management while employing the in-
dustrial standards, like the VoiceXML language or the Android OS. Our
proposal has been evaluated with the successful development of diﬀerent
spoken and multimodal systems.
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1 Introduction
Speech Technologies and Language Processing have made possible the develop-
ment of a number of new applications which are based on conversational agents
[1]. Speech access is then a solution to the shrinking size of mobile devices (both
keyboards to provide information and displays to see the results). Besides, speech
interfaces facilitate the access to multiagent systems [2], especialy in environ-
ments where this access is not possible using traditional input interfaces (e.g.,
keyboard and mouse). It also facilitates information access for people with visual
or motor disabilities.
In this paper we describe two approaches than can be used to bridge the
gap between the academic and industrial perspectives in order to develop dialog
systems using an academic paradigm based on a statistical dialog management
technique [3] combined with the industrial standards, like the VoiceXML stan-
dard1or the Android OS [4]. This makes it possible to obtain new generation
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interfaces without the need for changing the already existing commercial infras-
tructures. The ﬁrst approach is oriented to the development of spoken conversa-
tional agents, while the second approach also alows to develop systems dealing
with multimodal inputs and outputs.
2 MainPurpose
Our ﬁrst approach to integrate statistical methodologies in industry applications
combines the ﬂexibility of statistical dialog management with the facilities that
VoiceXML oﬀers, thus introducing statistical methodologies for the development
of commercial (and not strictly academic) dialog systems. Our technique employs
a statistical model based on neural networks that takes into account the history
of the dialog up to the current dialog state in order to predict the next system
response [3]. To learn the dialog model we propose the use of dialog simulation
techniques. Our approach for acquiring a dialog corpus is based on the interaction
of a user simulator and a dialog manager simulator [5]. In addition, the system
prompts and the grammars for ASR are implemented in VoiceXML compliant
formats, for example, JSGF or SRGS.
A VoiceXML-compliant platform (such as Voxeo Evolution2
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)isusedforthe
creation of Interactive Voice Response (IVR) applications and the provision of
telephone access. Static VoiceXML ﬁles and grammars can be stored in the voice
server. We propose to simplify these ﬁles by generating a VoiceXML ﬁle for each
speciﬁc system prompt, as can be observed in the bottom left corner of the ﬁgure.
Each ﬁle contains a reference to a grammar that deﬁnes the valid user’s inputs
for the corresponding system prompt.
The conversational agent selects the next system prompt (i.e. VoiceXML ﬁle)
by consulting the probabilities assigned by the statistical dialog manager to
each system prompt given the current state of the dialog. This module is stored
in an external web server and is implemented using a data structure to store
the information that is provided by the user in each dialog turn. The result
generated by the statistical dialog manager informs the IVR platform about the
most probable system prompt to be selected for the current dialog state. The
platform just selects the corresponding VoiceXML ﬁle and reproduces it to the
user.
Our second approach is focused on the development of multimodal conversa-
tional agents for mobile devices operating with the Android OS [4]. Our proposal
integrates the Google Speech API to include the speech recognition functionality
in a multimodal conversational agent. The development of multimodal systems
involves user inputs through two or more combined modes, which usualy com-
plement spoken interaction by also adding the possibility of textual and tactile
inputs provided using physical or virtual keyboards and the screen. In our con-
tribution, we also model the context of the interaction as an additional valuable
information source to be considered in the fusion process. We propose the ac-
quisition of external context by means of the use of sensors currently supported
3Fig. 1.Diﬀerent functionalities of theMyCineApp multimodal system
by Android devices. The Android sensor framework (android.hardwarepackage)
alows to access these sensors and acquire raw sensor data.
The dialog manager of the system is based on the previously described statis-
tical methodology. The visual structure of the user interface (UI) is deﬁned by
means of layouts, which are deﬁned by declaring UI elements in XML or instanti-
ating layouts elements at runtime. Finaly, we propose the use of the Google TTS
API to include the text-to-speech functionality. Theandroid.speech.ttspackage
includes the classes and interfaces required to integrate text-to-speech synthesis
in an Android application.
3 Demonstration
We have developed diﬀerent conversational agents using the described ap-
proaches. As an example of the application of the ﬁrst approach we present a
conversational agent developed to provide information in Spanish about movies,
current bilboard, and awards in diﬀerent festivals. This information has been
extracted from the FilmAﬃnity movie recommendations website3. The applica-
tion is internaly divided into three main modules. The ﬁrst module corresponds
to the beginning of the interaction in which the user is welcomed and the sys-
tem provides detailed instructions about the diﬀerent functionalities. The second
module includes the access to these functionalities, related to information about
movies, festivals and current bilboard. The third module includes diﬀerent li-
braries developed in PHP to access and parse the information extracted from
the ﬁlmaﬃnity website and generate the corresponding system prompts.
As an example of the application of our second approach we present a multi-
modal system developed for a similar domain, providing information about ﬁlms
and TV programs in Android-based devices. This information is adapted taking
into account the speciﬁc preferences and suggestions selected by the users. The
application is divided into diﬀerent modules that alow application registration,
complete a user proﬁle, access the list of TV programs and the current bilboard,
or obtain adapted recommendations related to these information sources. Figure
1 shows diﬀerent screens of theMyCineApp multimodal system.
4 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose two techniques for developing conversational agents
using wel-known standards and operative systems like VoiceXML or Android,
and also including a statistical dialog manager automaticaly learned from a
dialog corpus. The main objective of our work is to reduce the gap between
academic and industry perspectives and take the best of both methodologies.
On the one hand, the eﬀort that is required for the deﬁnition of optimal dialog
strategies is reduced. On the other, VoiceXML and Android-based implemen-
tations makes it possible to beneﬁt from the advantages of using the diﬀerent
devices and platforms that are already available to simplify the development of
conversational agents. The paper also describes two systems developed using the
described techniques and respectively providing spoken or multimodal access to
users’ adapted information about movies and TV programs.
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